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Check out Angel
Ortega’s review on
‘The Lighthouse’
available on
theorion.com

One year after devastation

News

Students and
community
rally for Chico
Green New
Deal

On Friday, at the edges
of Chico State’s campus,
Sunrise Movement
Chico rallied with other
Sunrise Movement
locations across the state
demanding a change to
save California from their
state of emergency.

See A5
Art

Birds of
Paradise offer
peace to
Chico

Artists and members of
Butte County gathered
Saturday night to
remember loved ones
lost in the Camp Fire.

See B3
Sports

Paradise
football stays
undefeated

After the fire displaced
the majority of the town’s
residents and burned
down many of its homes
and businesses, the
Paradise High School
Football team reached
out to help in healing the
community and sharing
hope for the future.

See B5
Opinion
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(Top) Only the Black Bear, of the Black Bear Diner in Paradise remained
in tact.
(Bottom,Right) Only chimneys remained in many residential areas.

Editorial:
Campus fails
to address
Camp Fire
crisis
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(Middle) The rock project sends uplifting messages throughout the
community far and wide. If you find a rock you can spread positive
messages as well.
(Bottom, Left) Paradise is where some people are starting over.

Businesses Return Healing Destroyed Soil Timeline: PG&E actions
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The police blotter is a section of information cited directly from
Chico Police Department and University Police Department

University Police
Call Type: Disturbance

Tues, Oct 29, 5:29 p.m. 500 Block of W 2nd St.
Call received for a complaint of a possible
alcohol-related crime around the Bell
Memorial Union. Upon police arrival, the
suspect was reported to be gone on arrival/
unable to locate.

Call Type: Citizens Assist

Tues, Oct 29, 8:35 a.m. 400 Block of Legion Av.
Call received for an elevator malfunction in
Butte Hall.

Call Type: Medical Assist

Thurs, Oct 31, 11:04 p.m. Ivy St/W 3rd St.
Call received for a student requesting medical
aid. Student was later released to medical
personnel.

Call Type: Field Report

Fri, Nov 1, 1:34 a.m. 500 Block of W 2nd St.
Subject was stopped for suspicious activity.
Arrest made.

Chico Police
Call Type: Child Endangerment
Mon, Oct 28, 8:01 a.m. E 16TH St.
41-year-old male arrested for willful cruelty to
child, resulting in possible injury or death. No
arrest or charges made.

Call Type: Battery

Tue, Oct 29, 12:30 p.m. Plumas Co. Detention Facility.
A 44-year-old woman was arrested on a
warrant after police received a call about
possible domestic violence. No injuries were
reported but suspect was arrested with a total
bond of $8,500.00.

Call Type: Child Endangerment

Tue, Oct 29, 12:40 p.m. 1000-12 Columbus Ave.
A 26-year-old man was arrested on charges
including inflicting corporal injury on a spouse,
willfully injuring a child, battery, and detaining
another person without their consent. Total
bond set as $118,000.00.

Sat, Nov 2, 12:41 a.m. 200 Block of Normal Ave
A suspicious person was reported at the 2nd
parking lot of Chico State. No arrest made,
only logged in.

Call Type: Burglary Alarm

Call Type: Burglary

Mon, Nov 3, 6:21 p.m. 600 Block of W 1st St.
Alarm indicating a burglary was sounded
inside the Meriam Library. Later the alarm was
reported to be a false alarm.

The best entertainment is free.
Head Online and listen to
The Orion Podcasts.
theorion.com/podcasts

Call Type: Sex Crime, Rape

Wed, Oct 30, 8:50 a.m. 820 Oroville Ave.
A 58-year-old man was arrested on charges of
rape by force or fear, aggravated sexual assault
of a minor by force, and lewd or lascivous acts
with a child under 14 years of age. Total bond
set for $1,150,000.00.

Call Type: Suspicious activity

Check out ‘Fire in
Paradise’: how one
Chico State professor
helped tell our story
video on theorion.com

Thu, Oct 31, 3:32 a.m. 397 E Park Ave.
32-year-old was reported to be going through
vehicles in a private area while holding a
switchblade. Suspect was uncooperative with
officers but was arrested without further
incident. Total bond set for $9,000.00.

‘Fire in Paradise’: how one Chico State professor helped tell our story
Melissa Joseph
Staff Writer

Trigger Warning: The following article
references trauma and loss of life.
In an attempt to process the
devastating circumstances of the
Camp Fire, a handful of programs
have
recently
been
released
to commemorate the looming
anniversary of the destruction that
swept through Paradise.
PBS Frontline produced “Fire in
Paradise,” a documentary uncovering
the harrowing events of Nov. 8, 2018
and explored the factors that made
it California’s deadliest wildfire. To
fully immerse themselves into the
lives of Camp Fire victims, journalists
Zoe Todd, Sydney Trattner and Jane
Mcmullen enlisted the help of local
journalist Mandy Feder-Sawyer.
Feder-Sawyer is a part-time faculty

Corrections
This space is used to
list any corrections in
articles by The Orion, or
comments to the editor.

member at Chico State and survivor of
the Camp Fire.
“I thought it was important to be part
of the documentary,” Feder-Sawyer
said. “It was an honor to be able to add
a voice of empathy to it.”
She was asked by the BBC and PBS to
interview an extensive list of survivors
and individuals that played a key role
in the Camp Fire and to seek anyone
who experienced the fire on extreme
levels.
Some survivors in particular that
Feder-Sawyer interviewed had a
profound impact on her as she had to
balance her personal experiences with
her responsibilities as a professional
journalist.
“I had some connections (with Jordan
Huff), but I feel like it’s okay that it
crosses that line into humanity,” FederSawyer said.
Feder-Sawyer’s empathy toward the

plights of Camp Fire survivors was
evident throughout the documentary
as interviewees shared with her the
intimate and tragic details of their
stories.
Since finishing her work with PBS,
Feder-Sawyer, among many other
survivors, has yet to find solace in
the devastating aftermath of the fire.
Many lives were lost in the Camp Fire,
but a year in its wake it is still wreaking
havoc on the lives of those who
survived the disaster itself.
“I know a number of people who have
taken their lives since the fire and the
number of people who have died from
the stress,” Feder-Sawyer said.

Add us on
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Facebook.com/TheOrion

Melissa Joseph can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com and on
Twitter @melisstweetz.
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Life after ‘The Big One’
The Orion News Staff
Staff Writers

On Nov. 8, 2018, what began as a spark
at around 6:30 a.m. in Pulga, about
30 miles from Chico, spread to the
nearby community of Concow, with
Paradise in its path. By evening, it was
already the most destructive wildfire
in California's history.
One year later, Chico and Butte
County are still reeling from the
traumatic effects of the most
devastating wildfire experienced
in Northern California that all but
destroyed the cities of Concow,
Paradise and Magalia. Yet some are
working to return to the city they
made their life in before the fire.
Rebuilding with hope
As the city of Paradise works on
rebuilding, many people are choosing
to stay and rebuild themselves. That is
what Jillyean Kellogg, an elementary
school teacher in Chico, and her
family decided to do after the fire, but
rebuilding turned out to be harder
than they expected.
“We had thought we would be
building our home by November”
Kellogg said. “That’s not happening…
We were really hoping we’d be further
along.”
A lot of the new permits and
regulations now required with
building a home in Paradise has
caused headaches for the family.
"We had a four bedroom home on
our lot and with our rebuild now
we are being told we can only build
a two bedroom house because the
regulations have changed,” Kellogg
said. “That’s a whole different ball
game than what we were planning on
doing. You think you’ve got it and you
start to go forward and then it’s 10
steps back.”
The new plans that they are going
with has fire safety on the forefront.
“When we got our plans for our
house we went specifically to an
architect down in San Diego that
designs homes for people who live in
wildfire zones,” Kellogg said. “So
we feel comfortable with the concrete
and the steel. Our house will be very
different than the house that we lost.”
Their new house, however, will have
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It takes a long process to clear the ruble out from properties.

to be smaller to follow regulations
Kellogg said deal with proximity
between houses.
“The dimensions were what we were
hoping to keep the same,” Kellogg
said. “So we were hoping to rebuild
a four bedroom house but just with
this architect that designs the fire safe
house.”
The Camp Fire also had a lasting
emotional effect that Kellogg opened
up about.
“Coming up on the anniversary of
(the fire) I was already feeling anxiety,
and then this week with all the fires
starting again all over it started to
bring back a lot of really horrible
panic-y feelings that I had that day
trying to get home,” Kellogg said.
The family is still moving forward
with rebuilding, despite the hardships.
“I think we thought we’d be a
lot better than we are, especially
emotionally,” Kellogg said.
Living on the ridge
The day after the Camp Fire, Deborah

Matthews was alone in a shelter
opened at Pleasant Valley Baptist
Church. She had no idea if her home
had made it through the fire, after
battling through the flames down the
ridge.
Matthews, a researcher at University
of California Riverside for decades,
researched where she wanted to retire
for years, and decided on Paradise to
build her home in 2014. She said she
put months of fireproofing research
into the home, as best as she could
plan it for the area of Paradise. Yet the
day after the fire, she couldn’t be sure
all of her planning had been enough to
ensure the survival of her home.
She soon had her answer.
Although luckier than many
others, Matthews said living on the
ridge may be easier for her unique
circumstances, as a single, retired
person who lives independently and
mostly tends for her home in her
own time. She rarely goes out, and is
barely affected by restaurant closures
or by traffic from the debris clean-up
or, recently, shipments of cement to
many homes being rebuilt.

Top left: A flag hangs over a Paradise residence.
Top right: A destroyed car in Paradise after the fire.
Bottom right: A van that melted in Paradise during the
Bottom left: The flames seen over the hill during the fire.

The biggest challenges has been the
power shut offs that came in six waves
in six weeks. "It would be nice if they
would stop happening," she laughed.
"I prefer to look on the bright side of
things," she added.
Looking forward
Despite power shut offs,
contaminated water and ongoing
debris removal, many Paradise
residents can't wait to get back in a
home on the ridge. Many still wait in
line at the permit and development
office in Paradise, hoping to get their
homes built before the end of the year.
People like Matthews, who are
single with a home that survived,
acknowledged that they face different
challenges than others with families
working to rebuild, like Kellogg.
For many, especially those who had
little insurance before the fire, the
fight for a normal life is ongoing.
The Orion news staff can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or @
theorion_news on Twitter.
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Homeowners
seek permits
to rebuild in
Paradise
Ricardo Tovar
Staff Writer
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(Left) Along the dirt path were cows sticking their heads
out to reach their meals. (Right) Chico State University
farm is off campus.

Angelina Mendez
Staff Writer

Chico State departments and students
have teamed up with Chico residents to
begin regrowing crops and participate
in the regenerative process, following
the Camp Fire. After being named after
Camp Creek Road, the Camp Fire was
deemed the deadliest fire in history.
Due to its speed and size, the fire
destroyed various areas of farmland
and forests. Fires leave hazardous
chemicals and waste in the soil and
the roots, which causes harm to future
planting.
Northern
Arizona
University
explained in an article, “Fire Effects
on Soil,” how damaging fires can be on
soil for plants. Intense burns may have
detrimental effects on soils physical
properties by consuming soil organic
matter, which holds sand, silt and clay
particles into aggregates, a loss of soil
organic matter results in a loss of soil
structure.
By altering soil structure, severe
fires can increase soil bulk density and
reduce soil porosity.
Fires can have indirect effects on
plants. Plant uptake of nutrients and
water is slowed in structurally degraded
soils due to lower soil moisture and
lower soil porosity. Root growth can
also be impeded by increased bulk
density and soil strength.
The burned areas around Chico, which
depend on farmland for agriculture, are
affected by this degradation of soil for
crops, making the need for regenerative
processes clear.
The Director of External Relations
for the College of Agriculture at Chico

State, Sarah DeForest, explained what
events have been taking place to repair
the land and crops in the bay area.
“The Center for Regenerative
Agriculture and Resilient Systems
promoted and co-sponsored two
webinars with Point Blue Conservation
Science on post-fire recovery processes
for watersheds and agricultural land
owners.” DeForest said.
“Animal science professor Kasey
DeAtley co-hosted a Camp Fire Water
Resources Monitoring and Research
Symposium at the University Farm on
June 4 with UC Cooperative Extension
livestock and natural resources advisor
Tracy Schohr.
The symposium brought together
researchers who have been investigating
the impacts of the Camp Fire and other
urban fires in Northern California.
Speakers covered diversity research
conducted on waterways gardens,
working landscapes and the urban
environment.”
In addition, the Center for
Regenerative Agriculture sponsored
the North State Food and Farming
Convening: Creating a Regional Food
Systems Resilience to Disaster, on Oct.
24 at University Farm.
The event included a panel on lessons
learned from the North State regions
response to the Camp Fire, break out
discussions, time for networking and
sharing and a free locally sourced lunch.
At the event, guest speakers Matthew
Martin of Pyramid Farm, Donna
Yutzy off the Upper Ridge Community
Council, and Ariel Young of Chico
Certified Farmers Market provided
input on how the community can bring
customers out of their homes to trust

local food sources and crops.
“First and foremost we need to get
organized at the local level,” Yutsy said,
on how URCC gathers the community in
order to start the processes of restoring
life back after the Camp Fire.“Out of this
food bank, a core group of 20 volunteers
created the Upper Ridge Community
Council to provide a voice and to make
sure we aren’t ignored again. URCC
helps connect communities and bring
them together to know where the
connections are and to put information
out.”
Young said she understands how, after
what the damages of the Camp Fire did
to crops and agriculture, local food is
not as trusted. She hopes to provide
incentives for purchasing food to local
residents.
“The Chico Certified Farmers Market
are in the works of providing gift
certificates for the farmers market and
to bring back customers to demonstrate
that we are still here and we are
providing fresh local food after what
happened,” Young said.
On Dec. 3, the Soil Health Academy
will present Regenerative Farming and
Ranching, featuring Allen Williams,
Gabe Brown, and Ray Archuleta.
This will allow students to participate
in hands-on regenerative farming and
ranching, soil health, plant health and
animal health. Participants will work
in teams to solve real-world grazing
problems and sharpen their skills.
Angelina Mendez can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or @
angiienma on Twitter.
@kimberlymnews on Twitter.

Local animal shelters get help after fire

Jessie Imhoff
Staff Writer

During the Camp Fire, many were
forced to leave so quickly that they did
not have the time to grab their pets.
Hundreds of pets were left behind and
evacuees were left to worry about the
fate of their animals.
Animal shelters in Butte County
stepped in to help lost Camp Fire pets
and reunite them with their rightful
owners.
The Paradise Animal Shelter was
quick to help animals, despite the
struggles they were facing with the fire.
“We were actually housing quite a
few animals before we had — (well)
we had water, but we didn’t have any
power or anything yet,” Jen Robbins, an
officer and supervisor at the Paradise
Animal Shelter, said. “We were actually
housing a lot of animals before people
realized it.”
Their lack of power caused problems
the shelter had to navigate.
“Normally, there’s a shelter software
program so when an animal comes in,
you take a photograph, you enter all
the pertinent information, it gets an ID
number— all of that we were having
to do longhand because we didn’t have
power or internet,” Robbins said.
Other local shelters also jumped
into action to help the animals after
the fire. Tracy Mohr, the animal
services manager for the city of Chico,
remembers the morning of the Camp
Fire at the Chico Animal Shelter.
“Even before we started our day we
got a call from Paradise Animal Control
saying that they were evacuating their
shelter and so they wanted to see if
they could bring their animals to us,”
Mohr said. “The beginning of the day
started just setting up spaces for the
cats and making room for the dogs and
those kind of things.”
More animals arrived after the fire
than any of the shelters could hold.
Temporary shelters popped up in
different locations throughout the
county to compensate.
When those shelters came down, a
lot of those animals went to shelters in
Paradise, Chico and Oroville.
“We took animals in even as late as

The Paradise Animal Shelter still primarily holds Camp Fire pets a year later.

January, we took animals from the
temporary shelters,” Mohr said. “We
were not really in any super big hurry
to adopt out the animals because we
knew there would probably be people
still looking.”
Protocol had to change at the
different shelters due to the unusual
conditions of the fire.
According to Robbins, most shelters
hold their animals for a few days before
opening them up to the public for
adoption. With the fire, animals were
held for reunification for about three
months before the shelter allowed for
them to be adopted.
Other shelters followed suit and
helped people with the search for their
animals.
“Every animal that had an address
(where) they were found, we would
send a letter to that address saying we
might have their pet at the shelter and
giving them a description,” Mohr said.
“We actually surprisingly had a huge
number of people come in with a letter
and say ‘Hey, I think you have my cat’.”
One year after the Camp Fire, these
animal shelters are still helping people
and animals affected by the fire.
The Paradise shelter is providing
resources for their community with pet
food and housing.
“We received a lot of donated dog
houses… so we reached out to the
community because we know that a lot
of people are living in trailers or they
lost their yard and fencing,” Robbins
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said. “We wanted to try and help the
residents of Paradise to make some
accommodations.”
Even one year later, the Chico shelter
gets calls from people looking for pets
that went missing in the fire.
“I think the assumption for a lot of
people was ‘There’s no way my animal
survived’ and so they didn’t even think
to look,” Mohr said. “Then as stories
started to get out that people’s pets had
survived and they were being reunited
then other people started to think ‘Oh
maybe my pet actually did survive and
maybe I should start looking for them’.”
Mohr also believes that trauma
affected how and when people looked
for their pets.
“A lot of people have said ‘If it was me
I would be looking for my pet all over
the place’ or ‘How could people have left
their pets behind?’” Mohr said. “But it’s
like if you’ve never been through that
kind of a trauma, you really can’t say
what’s normal to react. You think you
would do one thing, but unless you’ve
been through such a tragedy, you can’t
really say that’s how you should react.”
The Paradise Animal Shelter still has
primarily camp fire pets, with only
three dogs that came to them after the
fire. The Chico Animal Shelter adopted
out their last Camp Fire dog and cat
only a few weeks ago.
Jessie Imhoff can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@JessieReports on Twitter.

Last year’s Camp Fire burned
approximately 153,000 acres and
destroyed 18,800 structures. The
makeup of those buildings was
estimated to be 14,000 residential and
about 530 commercial structures.
Since then, residents from Paradise
have looked to rebuild the homes that
were taken from them. As of Oct. 23,
429 building permit applications have
been submitted in Paradise and nine
homes have been rebuilt.
Recent legislation offers help.
Assembly Bill 430 passed on Oct. 11.
This bill creates a ministerial approval
process for residential and mixed-use
developments. This is for cities within
or near the cities of Biggs, Corning,
Gridley, Live Oak, Orland, Oroville,
Willows and Yuba City. These projects
now don’t need to be review under the
California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA).
This Camp Fire Housing Assistance
Act of 2019 looks to speed up home
construction in areas affected by the
Camp Fire, mainly by removing many
environmental regulations that would
stall housing projects.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
have also designated $100 million to
help Camp Fire Survivors through
the Wildfire Assistance Program. No
matter the income level or insurance,
funds can be allocated if you sign up by
the deadline on Nov. 15.
According to the Butte County
Recovery Update, 627,626 tons of fire
debris and ash has been picked up by
government programs. While 129,234
tons of fire debris and ash, 31,193 tons
of concrete and 670 tons of metal
have been picked up by alternative
programs.
These should make it easier for
survivors to rebuild. For now, those
ready to start the process of rebuilding
in Paradise have to go to the Paradise
planning & zoning department.
Before a property owner can submit
a permit application, their property
must be cleared of debris, the soil has
to be tested for hazardous materials,
the septic system has to be brought
up to code and a land surveyor has to
verify property lines, all in that order.
Once these steps are done, the
resident can file a permit application
to rebuild. Residential lots can have
up to two RVs after debris has been
removed, with a temporary use permit.
33% of construction debris is allowed
in landfills. The rest must go to salvage
yards.
“If there are no hiccups or stoppages
the process takes under three weeks
from the time you submit your permit,”
Permit Technician Shawna Teague said.
“If there are any problems or comments
on the application it can take up to six
weeks.”
After these initial first steps, an
owner and a contractor or architect
work together on planning and floor
plans. If an owner has trouble finding
a contractor Paradise planning &
zoning department can provide a list
of recommendations.
With the contractor’s help three
signed sets of completed drawings,
two sets of structural calculations,
two sets of energy calculations, two
sets of trusses calculations, one survey
(completed by a land surveyor or civil
engineer licensed in land surveying),
two sets of residential fire sprinkler
plans, 2 additional plot plans and one
floor plan must be completed
Owners must have the same number
of bedrooms they had previously. Once
the building plans are submitted, the
plans are checked to see if they are up
to California building codes.
According to Teague, the building
plans are hardly ever approved on the
first try and usually require a second
submission after comments and
corrections. There is hardly a need for
a third submission, the exception being
for multi-unit buildings.
After the inspection of the floor
plans, permits can be issued and
building can commence. From there it
is up to the contractor and landowner
to keep up with the remaining permits,
building and septic inspections.
With 18,800 structures lost, just 429
permits approved and 9 structures
completed. Whether former residents
decide to come back and rebuild will
determine how Paradise returns from
the ashes.
The road to rebuilding Paradise is
just getting started and will most likely
be going on for many more years. For
further information, visit the Butte
County development services page.
Ricardo Tovar can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@rtovarg13 on Twitter.
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Students and community rally for Chico Green New Deal
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(Top) Students and community members rallied together with other Sunrise Movements across California. (Left) Volunteers with the Sunrise Movement are continuing to push back against climate change by supporting new
legislation such as the freshly-introduced Chico Green New Deal. (Right) The Chico Green New Deal was introduced by Vice Mayor Alex Brown and Council Member Karl Ory.

Kimberly Morales
Staff Writer

On Friday, at the edges of Chico
State’s campus, Sunrise Movement
Chico rallied with other Sunrise
Movement locations across the state
demanding a change to save California
from their state of emergency.
Sunrise Movement made note of
the importance of standing with
communities in Los Angeles and
Sonoma County which are fighting a
familiar fight that Butte County was
experiencing in the Camp Fire a year
ago.
Stressing the involvement of
fossil fuel industries, politicians and
corporations such as PG&E, who, the
organization says, place profit over
people, volunteers with the Sunrise
Movement plans to attack corporate
greed, according to Steven Marquardt,
coordinator of the Chico Sunrise
Movement location.
Vice Mayor Alex Brown, who was
inspired by the movement, also came
out for the rally. Presenting the Chico
Green New Deal the day before with the
help of Council-member Karl Ory. Alex

Brown explained the opportunities
Chico has to fight climate change.
“The Camp Fire happened and
then there was a significant shift in
our community that recognized the
emergency that we’re in and then the
momentum continued to grow, making
a significant turn in the Sunrise
Movement,” Brown said.
“We released this (the Chico Green
New Deal) yesterday, and it contains
a couple of concrete goals, of them to
make sure the city of Chico’s grid is
100% clean, electricity-run by 2030
and to be climate neutral by the year
2045, with the intentions of reaching
both of those goals earlier...actions
will be taken to achieve these efforts by
the end of 2026, which is the end of my
second term.”
With all of these expected to be
complete by the end of her term, one
goal is to be sure that the younger
generations of the community to step
in and take the plan forward, keeping
the legacy going, continuing to bring
green voters and green ‘fingers’ to
Chico, according to Brown.
One student, Melys Jerez, asked
Brown, “Are you planning to translate

the Chico Green New Deal in Spanish?”
Brown answered, “Sí, se puede!...But
only with some help!”
Questions shifted around the
subject of understanding how the
Green New Deal will reach the diverse
communities of Chico.
“How can this Green New Deal
help our unhoused folks here?” Jerez
asked Brown, “I know that’s definitely
something your opponents will bring
up against you. Do you have a vision
about what that might look like?”
“I see the root of a lot of homelessness
as a lack of affordable housing and
commitment to make sure affordable
housing matches the need in the
community,” Brown said, “But that
doesn’t always help the folks who are
on the streets now. Things like heating
and cooling plants and making sure
there are places to be when our city
reaches weather that is unlivable or
24 hour bathrooms where our folks
need to use them. Some of it is short
term solutions to a much deeper, longstanding problem.”
While the Green New Deal doesn’t
do everything that Brown wants it to
do for tenants specifically, a listening

session making the connection
between housing and climate change
on Wednesday at the Butte County
Oak center hosted by the Butte
Environmental Council.
While the plan is available
electronically, with breaking up the
Green New Deal into shareable sound
bites and a forming an email list, Brown
intends to ensure that people can get
access to the different components and
how it relates to the infrastructure and
culture set in Chico.
To end the rally, Sunrise Movement
held a moment of silence for those who
are affected by the current fires across
California
While a national strike will be held
Dec. 6 to gain momentum to bring
people to make change, Sunrise
Movement will be continuing to hold
weekly rallies on campus in solidarity
with combating climate change.

Kimberly Morales can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@kimberlymnews on Twitter.

Climate change demonstration offends Camp Fire victims
frustration in comments on the Paradise Fire
Adopt a Family Facebook page.
“Makes me sick. Too bad they didn’t put some
positive energy into helping victims,” Cindy Dean
said in a post on social media.
“As a survivor...if they didn’t want to promote
“consumerism of Halloween,” yet they chose to
also use the “purge,” a movie that took Halloween
even further and turned it into a date anyone
could commit mass murder on anyone except
Government and corporate leaders,” Tannith
Martin said in a comment. “I don’t understand how
anyone could view this as a way to spread any sort
of message.”
As much as PG&E is to blame, calling them “serial
killers” was a misleading over-exaggeration,
according to Heather Loughton-Houk.
While Sunrise Movement didn’t want people
distracted by the “consumerism of Halloween”
yet set up campus like a fun house of doom at the
expense of those that lived the worst day of their
lives was “sick,” Loughton-Houk said.
Had the Sunrise Movement really cared about the
victims of the Camp Fire, they would have gone to
the State Capital or figured out a solution to getting
elderly and single parents out of tents, she said.
“There’s a right way and wrong to reach the
government. This was the wrong way,” LoughtonHouck finished.

Kimberly Morales
Staff Writer

On Thursday, Sunrise Movement Chico displayed
86 tombstones for 86 lives lost last year from what
they claimed to be due to “the negligence of PG&E.”
With tombstones laid on campus, volunteers
from Sunrise Movement posed a question for
PG&E: “With even more fires happening and more
blackouts to come... how many more lives have to
be lost before we take transformative action?”
Volunteers held signs around their cemetery “AS
EMISSIONS GROW, SO DO WILDFIRES, THIS IS
AN EMERGENCY, GREEN DEAL NOW.”
“We’re bringing awareness towards climate
change and halt the distractions of celebrating
consumerism when celebrating Halloween and
show our respects to those who have lost their
homes and especially those who lost their lives,”
Laura Tranquilino -- a volunteer who quit her job
to join the Sunrise Movement and be a part of the
community -- said.
During the demonstration, Sunrise Movement
promoted the new policy framework of the Chico
Green New Deal, which was released earlier that
day by Vice Mayor Alex Brown and Councilmember
Karl Ory.
While volunteers had intentions to acknowledge
the looming anniversary of the Camp Fire, while
raising awareness of climate change, survivors
of the Paradise Camp Fire were shocked by the
demonstration.
Some took to social media to express their
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Volunteers displayed 86 tombstones for 86 lives lost last year from wildfires.

Kimberly Morales can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@kimberlymnews on Twitter.
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Paradise businesses recover after the fire

Jessie Imhoff
Staff Writer

Many local businesses in Paradise
had to close following the Camp
Fire. In many cases, owners either
had their buildings and inventory
burned, or were unable to return
to their business, leaving rows of
empty buildings in the town.
One year later, as the town
continues to rebuild, businesses
new and old are popping up around
town.
Northern California Ballet, a
local ballet studio, has been able to
continue its business shortly after
the fire. Artistic director Trudi
Angel said it’s because of the type of
business they are in.
“We had to make a decision right
after the fire to come back right away
because if you don’t, you will lose too
many students,” Angel said. “If you
decide ‘well we’re gonna close for a
month or two or three,’ you may as
well close your doors forever.”
The studio was in the middle
of their production of “The
Nutcracker” when the fire struck.
In the fire’s wake, the studio lost
its costumes and sets for upcoming
performances.
Despite this, people were quick
to contribute to the show, ensuring
they could perform in January.
“A professional company, Eugene
Ballet…their director called me right
afterwards and said ‘we finished
our “Nutcracker”, if you want to do
a Nutcracker in January, we’ll send
everything we have to you and you
can use it,’” Angel said.
Others also stepped in with
donations for the studio.
“Without being asked, we got
donations, monetary and costumes
and things like that from all over
the world— locally, Stuttgart, Japan,
Australia,” Angel said. “We literally
got truckloads of stuff sent to us
and that helped us through to get to
where we are now.”
Angel said they wanted to continue
so soon after the fire because of
the industry they represent, the
students and the community.
“Understand that these students
lost their school, lost their homes,
lost their connection to their friends
because their friends moved away…
and so the only nucleus they really
had was right here at the studio,”
Angel said.
Today, the company is making

progress toward where they were
before the fire. They are working
on building a new studio where
their old building was and they are
continuing to build the student
population.
“We have built our student base
again, not to what it was, but we’re
about to maybe 50%, which is really
pretty good,” Angel said.
While Northern California Ballet
was able to quickly spring back, not
all businesses had the same option.
Nicki Jones, who owned multiple
businesses in town before the fire,
has been working on rebuilding and
opening a new business for the town.
Her returning store, a women’s
clothing store called Bobbi’s
Boutique, has been re-opened since
April of this year, while the new
business, a restaurant named Nic’s,
opened only six weeks ago.
Both businesses have been met
with community support.
“I opened the clothing store in
April and my sales compared to
what they were the same time period
the year before actually exceeded
my expectations,” Jones said. “The
people of Paradise, whether they’re
still in Paradise or they’re in Chico or
Oroville, if they’re within a driving
distance they come to support our
stores, my businesses, and our town.
That’s been very heartwarming.”
The decision to open a restaurant,
according to Jones, is due to what
the building was before she bought
it for her businesses.
“The building housed a wine room
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(Top) Nic’s is one of the few restaurants in Paradise that reopened after the fire. (Middle) Since the original
Northern California Ballet studio got burned down from the fire they recently got relocated to a new building
in Paradise. (Bottom) Trudi Angel, the artistic director of the studio, talks about how the fire impacted her
ballet studio.

a year or two ago, I kind of wanted to
follow the same theme,” Jones said.
Nic’s is also a way for Jones to give
back to her community.
“I wanted to have a gathering
place for people in the community
where they can come in and feel
comfortable and warm and laugh
and talk and feel normal,” Jones said.
The restaurant has also provided
jobs for those from Paradise who
may have lost their previous jobs in
the fire.
“We have 15 employees and all but
one or two are from Paradise and

many of them lost their homes,”
Jones said. “So for me and our
manager, I’m happy because we’re
serving the community, we’re
helping people who have lost jobs,
so it’s like a win-win.”
Nic’s and Bobbi’s Boutique are
both stationed on Skyway. Northern
California Ballet will have another
production of “The Nutcracker” in
December.
Jessie Imhoff can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@JessieReports on Twitter.

Make a Difference Day volunteers clean up Paradise
Jessie Imhoff
Staff Writer

Cities across the nation celebrated
Make a Difference Day on Oct. 25-26 to
help improve their community.
This unofficial holiday, which has
been held on the fourth Saturday of
October since 1992, provides volunteer
opportunities for people to get more
involved and connected with their
town.
For the people of Paradise, Make
a Difference Day this year meant so
much more. This year’s holiday falls
close to the one-year anniversary of
the Camp Fire.
The coordinators of the events, the
group Love Paradise, decided to spend
this day cleaning up some of the major
roads in town, including Skyway and
Pearson Road.
“It’s always been communityminded, and this year it’s just even
more so since the fire,” said Joelle
Chinnock, secretary for Love Paradise,
said.
The group, which has been a part
of the town for the last four years,
has been involved with coordinating
volunteer opportunities through the
larger organization Love Our Cities.
Their efforts increased after the Camp

Fire.
“Since the Camp Fire, Love Paradise
has been trying to do as much as they
can in the community,” Chinnock said.
“We’ve put together over 150 home kits
and distributed them to Camp Fire
survivors. We also have water bottles
that we’ve been giving out to people
who can then access water at the well
at the Paradise Adventist Church.”
Many people came out for this event
to help out with different projects,
including classrooms from Paradise
Adventist Academy.
“We just take a day off the school
schedule to just come out here and help
clean up,” student William Rios said.
The school’s involvement with Make
a Difference Day has been
an ongoing event, but since
the Camp Fire their involvement has
grown to be more meaningful. The
students involved with the volunteer
efforts were working on a clean-up
project on the street in front of their
old school building.
“I think them participating in
something that beautifies the area
around the school that they miss has
been more meaningful probably than
past years,” teacher James Mayne said.
Rios’ thoughts on the clean-up day
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Charles Brooks mowing the grass in front of Paradise
Adventist Academy for Make a Difference Day.

reflected the conclusion of his teacher.
“I didn’t live in Paradise, but coming
out here and seeing the community
come together all doing one single
action, which is help cleaning up… it
gives me hope, seeing how communities
still care about each other and how the
growth really helps other people grow,”
Rios said.
The experience also provided a
different meaning for Mayne. As the

school worked on the street, he ended
up raking leaves on the plot of his
home in Paradise that burned down in
the fire.
“I lived right across from the school,
so it’s a little odd,” Mayne said. “It’s
kinda surreal to be up here right now
and raking up my leaves and stuff that
I used to clean up every fall, so I’m
appreciating being up here.”
Many were involved with the
efforts to beautify and support their
community.
“I’m absolutely thrilled with the
amount of people,” Chinnock said.
“Not only community-wide people,
but people who have been involved
with this organization in the past are
coming back and helping for an event
that for some might be kind of difficult
to come back to Paradise for the first
time, but they’re here showing their
support, wanting to help rebuild, so we
are so grateful.”
Love Paradise will have another
volunteer event in the Spring.

Jessie Imhoff can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@JessieReports on Twitter.
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Contaminated water a residual effect of Camp Fire
Julian Mendoza
Staff Writer

One year after the Camp Fire,
residents in Paradise have been using
bottled water as their main source
of water since water quality has
plummeted from pollutants.
“One of the problems that happened
when the fire came through is that
it created compounds in the lines
themselves that have now rendered
the water in the lines and in the area
undrinkable,” Mark Stemen, professor
of geography at Chico State, said.
Tests by the Environmental Working
Group from the Washington State
Department of Health show that the
tap water in Paradise was in compliance
with federal health-based drinking
standards. However, there are still 11
contaminants in the water which may
cause cancer.
These contaminants are:
-Bromodichloromethane
-Chloroform
-Chromium (Hexavalent)
-Dichloroacetic acid
-Radium, combined (-226 and
-228)
-Total trihalomethanes (TTHMs)
-Trichloroacetic acid
EWG’s website mentions that legality
does not ensure safety; getting cleared
by the federal government does not
mean that the water meets health
guidelines. Although the water is legal
under federal standards, it is still not
potable.
Paradise Irrigation District issued a
water quality advisory after the Camp

Fire. Paradise residents are urged to
avoid drinking their tap water and
instead use only bottled water for
things such as:
-Drinking (including baby 		
formula and juice)
-Brushing teeth
-Making ice
-Food preparation
Residents are advised to not treat the
water themselves. Due to the nature
of water contaminants, boiling or
disinfecting the water won’t make it
safe to drink.
-Additional warnings include:
-Do not allow pets or livestock to
consume tap water
-Limit use of hot water
-Limit shower time (use warm
water to ventilate the area)
-Use a dishwasher to wash dishes
and use air dry setting
-Wash clothes in cold water
-Do not take baths
-Do not use hot tubs or swimming
pools
Limit use of water for clean up of
properties and follow Butte County
recommendations
for
protective
clothing when on property.
THE ORION | NATALIE HANSON

Julian Mendoza can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@JulianMTheOrion. on Twitter.

Paradise residential
cleanup nearly complete

Project Remember Me helps families heal

no
ori
by
THE ORION | ANGEL ORTEGA

PG&E crews working on moving electrical lines underground on Black Olive Drive, near the Paradise Fire
Department, in Paradise, California.

Angel Ortega
Staff Writer

The removal of debris from
residential properties in Paradise is
expected to be completed by the end
of this November, clearing the way for
rebuilding neighborhoods.
Susan Hartman, the community
development director for the town of
Paradise, said that all the properties
that are expected to be finished by the
end of the month are those processed
through a state government program.
“There were two options for property
owners: you could sign up to have the
state-sponsored program where all you
paid was anything you designated for
debris removal in your homeowner’s
policy, or if you didn’t have coverage,
you didn’t pay anything,” Hartman
said. “Otherwise, if you wanted to use
your own money to pay for a private
contractor to do clean up, you could go
through an alternative program and do
a private cleanup.”
Of the 10,893 residential properties
that were being cleaned through the
state-sponsored program, only 15
properties need to be cleaned as of Oct.
22.
When a parcel, or property, is cleaned
with all debris removed, the owners
can then apply for a rebuild application
through the Town of Paradise.
According to Hartman, Paradise has
received 416 rebuild applications and
of those 416 applications, Paradise has
approved, 277 applications.

“They have full permission to get
started on construction in the field,”
Hartman said. “And (those numbers)
far surpasses any estimate we thought
we’d hit within (this) time frame.”
Of the 277 applications that were
approved by Paradise, nine houses
have finished rebuilding with residents
living in them, according to Hartman.
Hartman did not have numbers or
information regarding the cleanup or
rebuilding progress of commercial
buildings and properties in Chico.
According to Hartman, PG&E has
decided to move electrical services
underground in Paradise.
PG&E staff in Paradise Town Hall,
who wished to remain anonymous,
confirmed that PG&E will be
moving electrical lines in Paradise
underground and that lines in Magalia
will be moved underground through a
private contractor.
According to PG&E staff, the project
should be completed in five years under
current conditions.
“Constraints can come up in the
future, delaying the project,” a PG&E
staff worker in Paradise said.
PG&E Media Inquiries have not
returned our call in regard to further
comment on the PG&E underground
electrical line project in Paradise.
Angel Ortega can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@AngelOrtegaNews on Twitter.
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The urns are offered to Camp Fire survivors through Project Remember Me.

Carolyn Allen
Staff Writer

Project Remember Me is a venture
started by Kathy Jackson and her
family after the Camp Fire. It is
focused on making and gifting urns
to the families of those lost in the fire
or passed away due to complications
from the fire as well as replacement
urns.
After the fire, Jackson and her family
were quick to help in any way, adopting
eight families and taking supplies to
Paradise for other survivors.
However, Jackson said she didn’t feel
they were doing as much as they could
and wanted to help in other ways.
While talking with one of the
families she had adopted about their
experience with the fire, Kathy and
her family learned the family had left
behind the ashes of a family member.
“These people not only lost Grandpa
when they lost Grandpa, but they lost
him again,” Jackson said.
After they left the family, Jackson
had the idea to make urns for others
affected by the fire.
Jackson said she wanted to reassure
the survivors of the fire that their
family members and friends matter -of the ones who were lost in the fire,
before and after.
“I thought maybe we’ll get 50 to 100
people that are interested, so I posted

it on my page and the Paradise adopt a
family page,” Jackson said. “By the first
week, we had 75 urns ordered.”
Jackson took a second job to pay for
the clay and the firing.
“We didn’t want anyone who was
affected, having to pay for anything,”
Jackson said.
Jackson estimates the cost of an
urn to be around $50 and people have
the opportunity to sponsor urns for
families.
Every urn is specially ordered and
designed for the specific families
needs. Jackson gets to know the
families and their stories in order to
ensure the urn is personalized.
The project is a family operation.
Jackson’s son Taylor is a ceramic artist
in Auburn and throws all the urns.
Jackson carves and glazes urns, and
her husband James makes the wooden
lids.
To date, they have made over 250
urns for people affected by the Camp
Fire.
“We’ve done many people who died
in the fire, and we’re still doing them,”
Jackson said.
She said that this project has been
just as healing for her and her family
as for those they’ve helped.
Carolyn Allen can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@callen48 on Twitter.
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PG&E leaves Butte County in the dark
Kimberly Morales
Staff Writer

Through this past year, the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, the
largest electricity and gas provider in California, has been in Butte
County’s spotlight. For the past year, cities across the county have
persevered through the devastation of the Camp Fire. The Orion has
observed PG&E’s reactions and assistance to Camp Fire victims closely
since the beginning of the disaster.
Kimberly Morales can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or @kimberlymnews on Twitter.

Nov. 8, 6:28 a.m.: The Camp Fire starts about seven miles northeast of
Paradise on Camp Creek Road.
Nov. 8, 3:14 p.m.: PG&E announced in a press release that after a
possible public safety power shutoff, it had concluded that the shutoff
will not proceed.
Nov. 15: PG&E announced in a press release, “Our thoughts are with
those impacted by the #campfire. We want to thank all of the first
responders for their ongoing efforts.” PG&E encouraged any citizens
with questions to visit their resources page for information on
frequently asked questions.

Dec. 4: PG&E Announces its plan to restore
services to Butte County customers after the
Camp Fire. This plan included restoring electric
and gas service to customers affected by the
Camp Fire in Butte County according to a PG&E
News Release. “Helping these communities and
our customers continue to recover and start
to rebuild is our absolute focus right now...the
dedicated men and women of PG&E, many of
whom also live in these areas, will work side by
side with our customers and our communities
throughout this process,” Geisha Williams, the
president and CEO of PG&E Corporation said.

Nov. 16: PG&E tweeted, “PG&E continues to support first responders,
local agencies & @CAL_FIRE in response to the #CampFire. Hundreds
of PG&E workers have been mobilized to begin assessing damaged
power poles, wires & infrastructure.”
Nov. 19: PG&E tweeted, “We will continue restoring electricity and
gas to customers who can receive service once safety officials
determine it is safe to do so. PG&E has not yet gained access to Pulga
& Concow.” At the time of the tweets, gas and electric assessments
in Paradise were reported as 100% complete.

Jan. 13: Geisha Williams steps down, leaving
PG&E’s executive vice president and general
counsel John Simon as the intermediate CEO.
Jan. 14: Governor Gavin Newsom held a press
conference to discuss PG&E’s plan to declare
bankruptcy, in which he states, “We are not in
an energy crisis...this issue is about safety,
reliability, and affordability.”

Jan. 13: Geisha Williams steps down leaving
PG&E’s executive vice president and general
counsel John Simon as the intermediate CEO.

Jan. 29: PG&E files for bankruptcy in the
Northern District of California after facing
lawsuits from more than 70 families.

Jan. 14: Governor Gavin Newsom held a press
conference to discuss PG&E’s plan to declare
bankruptcy, in which he states, “We are not in
an energy crisis...this issue is about safety,
reliability, and affordability.”
Jan. 29: PG&E files for bankruptcy in the
Northern District of California after facing
lawsuits from more than 70 families.

May 6: California’s three largest energy companies, San Diego Gas &
Electric, Southern California Edison and PG&E announce a coordinated
campaign to prepare Californians for the threat of extreme weather
and power outages during times of increased wildfire danger. This
campaign would include radio ads, preparedness resources, videos and
a new website.
May 15: PG&E responded to the CAL FIRE announcement that it had
determined that PG&E electrical transmission lines near Pulga were a
cause of the Camp Fire. PG&E accepted this determination, according
to their News Release. “Our hearts go out to those who have lost
so much and we remain focused on supporting them through the
recovery and rebuilding process. We also want to thank the brave first
responders who worked tirelessly to save lives, contain the Camp Fire
and protect citizens and communities,” their press release said.

June 3: PG&E’s CEO Bill Johnson writes in
the Sacramento Bee, “PG&E has not been
what California deserves. That’s going
to change,” stating, “I believe that the
utility business exists to make people’s
lives better…It’s about everyone at the
company believing in safety to our very
core and proving it in the choices we
make every day. That’s the PG&E you
deserve. Our job is to make sure that you
get it.”

May 22: PG&E announces in a press release that it will build
underground power lines in @paradise_ca and other areas as it rebuilds
from Camp Fire in a five-year effort. Their decision was influenced “to
help this community recover and to harden our electric system to
protect against wildfires” Aaron Johnson, vice president of electric
operations at PG&E told the council of Paradise. “We decided to rebuild
in this way after a careful review of factors, town planning and safety
considerations. This is just one of many ways we are trying to assist
communities in their recovery.”

July 16: PG&E released a news release
ensuring their work to rebuild trust
through performance. “In looking at
past practices, we cannot change
what has transpired. Instead, we will
work as hard and as quickly as possible
to get it right,” Bill Johnson said in the
release.

Sept. 9: PG&E announced a plan of reorganization in bankruptcy court. Their plan stresses
putting wildfire victims and customers first with fair compensation. PG&E is on track to
achieve confirmation of the plan in advance of the estimated date of June 30, 2020.
Sept. 13: PG&E claims an $11 billion settlement to resolve all claims arising from the 2017
Northern California wildfires and the 2018 Camp Fire.
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Harvest festival supports local businesses

THE ORION | HANA BEATY

(Top) Families got to enjoy riding on a carriage pulled by a beautiful draft horse around Chico
State.
(Bottom,Left) Children can get an experience of milking a fake cow.
(Bottom, Right) The 2019 Harvest Festival was held in front of Bidwell Mansion and they had a
lot of little events to get the community of Chico come together and socialize.

Danielle Kessler
Staff Writer

The annual Farm City celebration, Harvest Festival,
was back at Bidwell Mansion on Saturday to bring
some fun and teach people about the importance of
local businesses.
With so many activities and booths out, there was
something for everyone to enjoy.
Coordinator Katie Junk explained the festival’s
goals and the importance of buying and supporting
local food and businesses.
“What Farm City is about is introducing agriculture
to cities,” Junk said. “What the festival is really about
is spreading awareness of local agriculture.”
She said that local food is also better because
“It’s a little more fresh and also supports our local

community.”
She also emphasized that “the most important
thing is just educating the public about the farm and
the importance of buying local.”
In addition to supporting locally grown foods, the
festival had some local groups set up to talk to people
about what they do.
Multiple booths were set up all across the mansion
grounds to promote local groups and organizations,
including the Equestrian Association, which is a
group local to Chico that creates a space for horse
lovers and riders alike.
Kay Eagon, who was at the booth for the association,
talked about how it created a community for horse
lovers in Chico and why she loves it.
“It’s been wonderful because when I came to a new
area, I wanted to meet other people who had horses

who like to do the same things that I like to do,” Eagon
said. “It’s been a great way for me to learn more about
the people and horse-riders in Chico.”
Other activities in the festival included a bounce
house, horse-drawn carriage rides and a pumpkin
painting table for the kids.
A sophomore at Chico High, Payton Hubbard, was
one of the people in charge of the booth.
“These are all pumpkins from our Henshaw
pumpkin patch,” Hubbard said. “We take the time, we
plant them in July so they’re ready for Halloween.”

Danielle Kessler can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com
or @reserv0irpups on Twitter.

Featured Artist explores queer identity, expression

THE ORION | HANA BEATY

(Left) Ryan standing next to his favorite piece “Escalation.” (Top, Right) Ryan’s series of work is very pleasing and unique to look at. The frames he used are very unique from one another, but very beautiful to look at and is not
a distraction to his artwork. (Bottom, Right) Ryan gets his inspiration from his friends online and wants to share the message that it is not just women can show their sexuality through art but men as well.

Rayanne Painter
Arts Editor

The BS-O Gallery at Chico State is
a space for art students to celebrate,
showcase and most importantly tell
their story through their artwork
created during the end of their fine
arts education. This week’s featured
artist, BFA student Ryan Ramos,
strikes a deep chord within both the
LGBTQ+ and art communities through
his culmination of drawings in his
exhibition titled “Bare.”
Ramos grew up in the conservative
town of Corning, where he lived in
a traditional family setting. It wasn’t
until he started his education at Chico
State where he was allowed to fully
embrace the intersections of his Latino
and queer identities by using his

creative ventures as his outlet.
“A lot of (the exhibition) is about
queer identity,” Ramos said. “You don’t
see a lot of it, especially in rural areas.
It took a lot of encouragement from
faculty and students here for me to find
the courage.”
During Ramos’ process of creating
the pieces that would eventually
complete his BFA exhibition, his peers
were specifically encouraging of his
homoerotic pieces. According to him,
this type of validation gave him the
courage to pursue this overall theme of
artwork.
A main theme in Ramos’ collection
of drawings was to disrupt the
conventional
expectations
of
masculinity and sexuality.
His art highlighted “queer desire”
with floral patterns and bare skin

in efforts to challenge patriarchal
attitudes.
“With this series, it’s unequivocal,”
Ramos said. “There’s no denying what
these drawings are about.”
Creating this amount of drawings
was no easy task, as each piece took
Ramos around a week to complete.
Many of his work sessions consisted
of early mornings and constantly
reevaluating what worked and what he
could improve for the next piece.
Some of Ramos’ drawings feature
people and faces, each one striking in its
individual way. Most of the characters
are people that he knows in real life or
personalities from the Internet.
“My first big inspiration was Frida
Kalo,” Ramos said. “She was really big
on her identity and Mexican heritage.
Her sexual identity was something that

shocked people, but she was always so
bluntly honest and that was something
that I admired.”
“As I learned more about art and
the queer movement from mostly the
60s onward, I came to admire artists
like Paul Cadmus, who was also blunt
about his sexuality and caused a lot of
controversy.”
After graduating from Chico State,
Ramos is planning to eventually
complete graduate school and pursue
his dream of becoming a professional
studio artist.
To support and learn more about
BFA students, visit the BF-O Gallery in
Aryes Hall, Room 105.
Rayanne Painter can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com
or @rayphenomenon on Twitter.
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“The Lighthouse” is beautiful, yet upsetting The Paradise
Symphony
Orchestra
offers a new
world to
the town of
Paradise

THE ORION | MELISSA JOSPEH
The Paradise Symphony opens with Fanfare for the
Common Man by Aaron Copland

Melissa Joseph
Staff Writer

COURTESY OF A24 |ERIC CHAKEEN

Willem Dafoe (left) and Robert Pattinson (right) star as Thomas Wake and Ephrain Winslow, two lighthouse keepers stuck on an island for four weeks off the coast of New
England, in “The Lighthouse.”

Angel Ortega
Staff Writer

Robert Eggers delivers another
instant-horror-classic
With its standout performances and
unique approach to cinematic horror,
“The Lighthouse” is one of the best
horror films of the decade.
From director Robert Eggers, the
mind behind 2016’s “The Witch,” “The
Lighthouse” tells the story of Ephraim
Winslow (Robert Pattison) and Thomas
Wake (Willem Dafoe), two lighthouse
keepers who are sent to an island off
the coast of New England to maintain
a lighthouse for four weeks. However,
while working on the lighthouse,
Winslow and Wake also must work to
survive the ruggedness of the harsh
conditions of their workplace and
maintain their sanity.
There are no bigger patrons of
quality horror films, and arthouse
films in general, than A24, an
entertainment company focusing on
film distribution and production. With
recent productions like “Hereditary,”
“The Witch,” “It Comes at Night” and
“Midsommar,” no other studio or
distributor has consistently produced,
distributed and released quality horror
films in the last decade to the extent of
A24. “The Lighthouse” further cements
A24’s place in contemporary cinema.
“The Lighthouse” is beautiful, as it
is haunting and unsettling with its
imagery and thematic connotations.
The existential themes of sanity,
isolationism and pleasure that reoccur
throughout the film makes the
narrative and characters of Winslow

and Wake chilling.
These themes and motifs carry heavy
resonations with the human condition,
so to see them visually delivered
cinematically in such haunting fashion
was gut-wrenching, in a good way.
This is reflected with the characters
of Winslow and Wake, as the audience
witnesses their descent into violent
insanity. To give credit where credit is
due, though, the characters of Winslow
and Wake would not have carried a
heavy and vital presence in the film
had it not been for the exceptional
performances delivered by Pattinson
and Dafoe.
I am familiar with the work of
Dafoe, so I expected a competent
performance from him going into this
film. However, I cannot say the same
for Pattinson as he lacks experience in
serious roles in film, when compared
to Dafoe at least. Pattinson has also
not shown, in his previous films, that
he can carry a performance with such
intensity that Eggers would demand
for a film like “The Lighthouse.”
However, Pattinson was not only able
to carry his own in this film, he may
have delivered the best performance
of his career to date.
The raw energy Pattinson exuded
when portraying Winslow made his
character captivating, yet repulsive
to witness because of the grotesque
nature and behavior of his character.
The same can be said for Dafoe’s
character, Thomas Wake.
However, what I enjoyed the most
about “The Lighthouse” was its
technical production. The use of a
1.19:1 aspect ratio paired with black and

white cinematography drove home the
eerie mood and tone that Eggers was
aiming for.
Plus, the present influences of
montage (popularized by the Soviet
Montage film movement in which,
in short, unrelated images are
juxtaposed with each other to deliver
or complement a single thematic
element), expressionism and visual
aesthetics of film noir contributed to
the tone and general atmosphere of
the film.
Because “The Lighthouse” is an
arthouse film, though. It’s not meant
for a general audience, especially
impatient audiences, as the film is
slow-paced. This film does require
multiple viewings to fully grasp the
thematic elements that the film is
presenting, however that applies with
almost every other film.
With that said, “The Lighthouse” is
a definite recommendation of mine
because of its thought-provoking
themes and stunning visuals.
With his debut release, “The
Witch,” and now his latest release,
“The Lighthouse,” Eggers is now
two for two in delivering horror
masterpieces. The man has an eye for
historical authenticity and captivating
storytelling.
“The Lighthouse” is in my top five
films of the year, and I look forward to
Eggers’ future works.
Rating: 5/5
Angel Ortega can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@AngelOrtegaNews on Twitter.

‘Luigi’s Mansion 3’ offers fun ligh-hearted frights
Jacob Collier

Graphic Designer
Luigi’s Mansion 3 is the perfect game
that takes gamers back to the roots of a
game that is fun for funs sake. The game
strikes the perfect balance between a fun
story, interactive gameplay, challenging
fights, and those perfect moments for
comedy. The game gives the tools you
need to solve its puzzles and does not
treat you like a child as most games will
by using the same puzzles over and over.
Luigi’s Mansion takes the time to change
the
challenge up
all the

while letting you play within the world.
The story for the game starts off nice
and innocent with Luigi going on vacation
to an all expenses paid hotel. He travels
with his older brother Mario, Princess
Peach, and the toads which are characters
from Nintendo’s other titles. Not long
after everyone gets settled it turns out to
be a trap set by vengeful ghosts looking
to even the score with Luigi. With the
help of an old friend Luigi most save his
comrades all while staying safe from the
ghosts that now prowl the halls of this
15-floor hotel.
The player is given this vacuum like
device that allows Luigi to solve many of
the game’s puzzles and defeat enemies.
The device can suck in objects, shoot air
out, knock ghosts around, and shoot out
plungers that can stick to and pull surfaces
down. So basically, a typical vacuum with
a few minor tweaks. The best part of this
device is how insanely fun it is to use.
You will find yourself destroying every
object in every room just for the sheer
thrill of watching the beautifully done
particle effects. The game does a great job
of hiding random objects and currency
everywhere to give the player permission
to just explore and destroy.
A great effect of the device Luigi uses
to fight the ghosts is Gooigi. Gooigi is a
goo that lives within the device and can
be brought out to create a clone of Luigi.
The clone can do everything Luigi can
and is instrumental in solving puzzles.
The best part of this is that Gooigi can be
controlled by a second player. Not many
games anymore feature the illustrious
couch coop mode, but I am glad to say
Luigi’s Mansion 3 does it to perfection.
With two simple button presses a second
player can step into your game and take
over Gooigi. Apart from the intro
sequence before Gooigi is discovered

the game is entirely playable in coop
mode. The difficulty is not affected at all
by a second player and it makes for a more
cohesive playthrough of the game.
The game showcases the creativity that
went into its world exceptionally. Every
floor of the haunted hotel the player
travels is a different theme ranging from
pirates to ancient Egypt. Each area has a
corresponding boss ghost and thematic
puzzle scheme. Some of the puzzles are
very easy and others will have you trying
everything in your arsenal to complete
them. While each floor features a similar
puzzle, puzzle, boss, scenario they are
designed in a way that it never feels too
repetitive. There are multiple types of
ghosts that attack and obstruct you in
unique ways. The puzzles keep it fun and
the comedic interactions room to room
keep the game fresh.
The bad system the game has though is
that the rewards for searching the rooms
is dollar currency. You spend the entire
game collecting this currency only to be
able to use it on three things. Two of those
help you find hidden gems which also do
nothing but represent the achievement
of finding them. The last option lets you
heal to full health after being defeated.
Nevertheless the gameplay makes it fun
to collect despite it being near worthless.
Luigi’s Mansion 3 is a continuation
of a great series with fun characters
and challenging enemies. Luigi being
somewhat of a coward makes it difficult
for him to save his friends, but his screams
fuel the comedy all the way through.
Rating: 4.5/5
Jacob Collier can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com
or @Saerumic on Twitter.

Music is in the hearts of many
and in troublesome times it
can be found as comforting and
therapeutic to those suffering. The
Paradise Symphony Orchestra
held this in mind as they prepared
for the Paradise Performing Arts
Center’s 61st Annual Opening: Our
New World.
The opening for the 61st season
was coined “Our New World”
because it signified the passing of
an old world and the development
and birth of a new one. Conductor
Lloyd Roby described the theme as
watching Paradise begin again and
derive togetherness and love from a
tragic incident.
The symphony orchestra began
with Fanfare for the Common Man,
a piece that Roby said exemplified
the perseverance and endurance of
those who survived the Camp Fire.
The tune opened with dramatic
horns and distinct percussion. The
theater was filled with silence as
the audience became enveloped in
the orchestra’s sound.
When the first piece ended, Roby
shared his reasons behind each
musical piece that was set to play
that night.
“Isn’t it just the best thing to see
good overcome bad? Music to me
touches my soul very deeply and
to hear it being played so well is
profound,” said Roby.
Roby has been conductor of the
Paradise Symphony Orchestra for
15 years and his years of experience
showed as the symphony orchestra
was able to connect with the
audience through a selection of
thought out notes.
One of the most impactful songs
played was “Song for a Glorious
Day' composed by Trevor Lloyd, a
violinist in the Paradise Symphony
Orchestra.
Lloyd
composed
the piece specifically for the
performance and based it off of the
new days to come for Paradise and
the bright future ahead of them.
Lloyd ditched his violin and
rolled out a piano to play “Song for
a Glorious Day;” it was lively and
emotional as the whole symphony
orchestra immersed themselves in
the piece.
When the piece ended, guests
were welcomed to eat cake and meet
the musicians during intermission.

“

Isn’t it just the
best thing to see good
overcome bad? Music
to me touches my soul
very deeply and to hear
it being played so well
is profound.”
LLOYD ROBY | Conductor

Later the symphony orchestra
would commence the celebration
with Anton Dvorak’s “New World
Symphony” a dramatic and soulful
selection that gave the crowd a chill
up their spines.
When finished, Roby reminded
the audience to love one another
and celebrate each day victoriously.
To see the Paradise Symphony
Orchestra perform live, event
information can be located on their
website.

Melissa Joseph can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com
or @melisstweetz on Twitter.
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Birds of Paradise offers peace to survivors

)Top, Left) Mother and daughter mourning their loved ones. (Top, Right) Dia De Los Muertos artwork. (Bottom) dancing to accordion music to rejoice a new beginning..

Melissa Joseph
Staff Writer

With the one year anniversary of the
Camp Fire growing near, artists and
members of Butte County gathered
Saturday night to remember the lost
lives of their loved ones.
Lively music played throughout
the walls of Chico Art Center as the
Trinity Accordion Group performed in
the center of the gallery. A reception
for Dia de los Muertos commenced,
showcasing an alter and art exhibit
that included dozens of works from
local artists and a special installation
piece to commemorate each person
lost in the Camp Fire.

The installation was created by
Janice Hofmann and Devin Peterson,
both of whom were directly affected
by the fire. The sculpture installation
depicts about 85 clay birds perched on
the steel branches of trees. Hofmann
created the birds, giving special care
to the detail and sentiment of each
clay piece, even taking into account
the bird’s color and characteristics.
To Hofmann, the birds represented
every life taken by the Camp Fire, each
including a specific person’s obituary
and personal nik naks hidden inside.
Hofmann was inspired to create the
piece when she took her son to the
town of Paradise for the first time
since the fire.

“Driving my son to see his childhood
home and school burnt to ashes
weighed heavily on me. I had to
do something to process all of the
emotional pain,” Hofmann said.
After visiting the remnants of
Paradise, Hofmann got to work and
created each clay bird, day by day as
the obituaries released in the papers.
As her pieces gained awareness,
Hofmann realized their need for a
custom stage.
Hofmann proceeded to contact
Devin Peterson, a steel worker who
she was previous business neighbors
with. Petersen agreed to collaborate
with Hofmann and worked tirelessly
to create a proper platform for the
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birds.
Just five days before the reception
was set to take place, Hofmann and
Peterson were able to combine their
works and create the exceptional
installation Chico Art Center has
today. Visitors and survivors all
admired the piece, with appreciation
for the respect and craftsmanship
both artists represented.
To view the installation in person, the
Chico Art Center will be showcasing
the exhibit from Nov, 1-22, 2019.
Melissa Joseph can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com and on
Twitter @melisstweetz.

Interior architecture students to rebuild Paradise homes
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(Left) Student in the project explaining their
designs of homes. (Right) An example of some
of the student floor plans made for Paradise
residents.

Danielle Kessler
Staff Writer

As the anniversary of Camp Fire approaches, the
Interior Architecture Department has begun plans to
rebuild homes in Paradise for families who lost their
homes during the most tragic wildfire in California
history.

“

There’s a lot of research,
we look up what types of houses
are in Paradise.” “Each town has
its own culture.”
NIKKI THOR | Student

Students and professors in the department have
commenced “Project Rebuild Paradise” and are
currently working to bring some light out of the

ashes of the infamous fire.
The group of students and faculty meet weekly and
discuss their progress and their plans for moving
along with the project. During their meeting, Paradise
families come to see the floor plans of future homes
to be built for them.
Professors of the Interior Architecture Department,
as well as students, talked about the progress so far
and answered questions for Paradise residents.
Students were given a chance to present their floor
plans to the families and elaborate.
Interior architecture major Nikki Thor is part of
the group of students involved in the project and
described the process of rebuilding.
“There’s a lot of research, we look up what types of
houses are in Paradise,” Thor said. “Each town has its
own culture.”
She stressed the importance of attention to detail
in the designing process of the houses.
“Mine was the smallest,” Thor said, but each of the
student houses are carefully designed and mapped
out as a group, as well as individually.

“We collaborated a lot and bounced ideas off each
other,” Thor said.
This is something unique to a mostly student run
rebuilding project.
The major goal of the rebuilding is to give back to
the Paradise community and have families regain a
fraction of what was lost in the fire last year. With
the anniversary of the fire nearing, “Project Rebuild
Paradise” is a prime example of the compassion
shared by Chico State and the Paradise community.
The Interior Architecture department will continue
to work on and develop floor plans, with construction
set to begin this spring.

Danielle Kessler can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com or
@reserv0irpups on Twitter.
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Barony of Rivenoak looks to recover members after Camp Fire

Ricardo Tovar
Staff Writer

Medieval combat is something that
many would think was left in the 17th
century. After all, the days of knights
and chivalry have long passed. Yet, the
travesty of the Camp Fire didn’t care
for such history and left a lasting mark
on one community founded on such
past ideals.
The Society for Creative Anachronism
is a worldwide organization that looks
to study the culture of the Middle Ages.
The Butte and Glenn counties branch is
known as the Barony of Rivenoak.
When the Camp Fire hit last year,
although no lives were lost for the
Barony of Rivenoak, the effects on
their sport were still there. Needing to
gain new members was a must if the
SCA branch was to stay alive.
“When the Camp Fire hit not only
did it destroy lives and spill blood,
but it also burned up a bunch of suits
of armor. It caused fighters, who were
well established, to relocate. The Camp
Fire affected everybody. Our sport
is affected just a little bit, but that’s
what we’re faced with. We never had to
rebuild a program from the ground up
like we’re doing now.”
On Monday night at WREC students
were allowed to learn the basics of the
“en garde” position from Sir Bjorn and
his squires. From finding your natural
ready position, leading with your foot,
putting your shield hand near the
top of your rib cage and ending with
learning how to swing a sword straight
by imagining “you were a robot with a
belly-button laser.”
“I reached out [to the WREC] when
we realized how hard our program
had been hit,” Sir Bjorn said. “I couldn’t
think of a better environment to look
for active young people who are looking
to do something new and interesting.
The WREC seemed the obvious
choice and they have been incredibly
supportive through this process. It has
taken months for us to get here.”
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Safety training was also heavily
emphasized on everything from
helmets being 12 gauges thick on
top and 14 gauges thick on the side.
Which Sir Bjorn demonstrated by
swinging forcibly at his squires’ helmet
repeatedly, but not a scratch was left
on the steel. The swords are made of
rattan stems from a palm, that is as
hard as steel when turned into a sword.
Instructors took turns and assured
everyone in attendance got proper
training on the footing and their
stances. Making it a safe environment
for beginners to learn to handle a
sword.
“If you join the society, you don’t have
to be a full-paid member, you can just
hang out with us,” squire Alvic said.
“It’s a very welcoming community, full
of lots of really cool people and it’s a
really diverse group.”
The session ended with a ceremonial
holding of a large stick. Participants
were to introduce themselves and say
what they most enjoyed during the
lesson, while everyone else cheered
them on. The name of the activity is
“sticka thinga,” as it is the translation
for stick thing in Anglo-Saxon.
“I always wanted to go to a renaissance
style event and never really had the
opportunity because of geographical
location,” participant Nicole Geiger
said. “So, when I saw this I thought it
sounded fantastic and something that
I’ve always wanted to learn how to do.”
For anyone curious about sitting in or
joining the Barony of Rivenoak, they
meet twice a week. One that Sir Bjorn
leads on Wednesday’s from 6 p.m. to
8 p.m. You can rent gear and armor if
you set an appointment with Sir Bjorn
by email at bjornjorsalfar@sbcglobal.
net. The second practice is held on
Sunday’s at One Mile Recreation Area
in Bidwell Park, this Sunday it will be
held at noon.
Ricardo Tovar can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com
or @rtovarg13 on Twitter
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Paradise football stays undefeated

Matthew Ferreira
Staff Writer

A year ago, the Camp Fire changed everything
for Paradise. Everything except for football.
After the fire displaced the majority of the
town’s residents and burned down many of
the town’s homes and businesses nothing
has brought the community closer, and given
them more hope than the Paradise High School
Football team.
Paradise has always been a football town,
showing love and support for the team year in
and year out, but this year the team is doing
that for the town as well.
Paradise’s team has been on a roll since
the season began, their high scoring offense,
suffocating defense and overall will to win has
helped them defeat every opponent in their way
and fill the seats with cheering fans each week.
The Bobcats’ success has been the talk of the
town in recent months, bringing people closer
together than ever and creating a sense of
normalcy that hasn’t been felt in nearly a year.
“At the games everything feels normal, like
nothing happened, like before the fire,” said
Xavier Uribe, a graduate of Paradise High
School.
The Bobcats have played an integral role
in the healing process, and another step in
that process happened Friday, when the team
played their final regular season home game,
with something special on the line.
The Bobcats went in to Friday’s game against
Enterprise High School with an impressive
record of 9-0, looking to achieve their second
undefeated season in program history and
give their community something to be excited
about.
They did just that. Paradise ran all over
Enterprise, scoring four rushing touchdowns
courtesy of Lukas Hartley and Tyler Harrison
who had a pair each.
We just kept on going even though we came
out flat but we kept pushing and working hard
and didn’t get distracted by the scoreboard or
the loud crowd,” said Harrison
The teams’ defense also put on a show for
the home crowd, forcing three turnovers in the
first half and another two in the second half.
Their stellar play earned them a 48-26 win and
their first perfect regular season since 2004.
“It feels good being undefeated but we
don’t want to be just 10-0, we want to win a
championship,” said head coach Rick Prinz.
The Bobcats will have an opportunity to
accomplish this goal with the Northern Section
playoffs starting two weeks from now, where
the road to a possible state championship
begins.
“We know that the playoffs are going to be
our hardest test so far, so we’ve gotta get going,”
said Prinz.
Paradise is no stranger to hard tests or
adversity, and regardless of the playoff
outcome,this team, and this city, has come a
long way over the last year.
“When you face something like the
fire as a teenager, you’re going to see
growth and these guys have matured in to some
incredible human beings as a result of all this,”
said assistant coach Andy Hopper.
There hasn’t been much certainty for Paradise
over the last year but at least one thing is
certain, this team and this city are undefeated…
both on and off the field.
Matthew Ferreira can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com
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Reliving Californias deadly wildfire
Trenton Taylor

Social Media Coordinator
“Hey, our house is going to be gone
within the next couple of hours, can
you come up and help us evacuate?”
I wasn’t even 10 minutes through my
morning class on Nov. 8 when I got this
phone call from my dad. I immediately
hung up the phone and ran across
campus to my car to try and get up to
Paradise, where my family lived.
My mom was in Sacramento that
day for a conference. When I called
her while rushing to my dad, she said
she was on her way and would get to
Chico as soon as she could.
I reached the intersection of Bruce
Road and Skyway Road, but was
stopped by California Highway Patrol
to turn around because the road back
up to Paradise was already closed.
Despite being upset that I couldn’t
help my dad, little did I know that
CHP probably saved my life by telling
me no.
As I frantically drove around Chico
trying to get ahold of my friends who
were experiencing hell, a few minutes
later my dad called back. He told me
not to come up to the house because
the fire was almost there.
I could hear the panic in his voice as
loud explosions from propane tanks
filled the background of the phone
call. He asked me if there was anything
he wanted me to grab from my family
home and thankfully, he saved a box
full of old memories from my high
school and middle school years.
I ended up back at my Chico house
where I had just moved in four days
prior to the fire. Sitting on the front
porch, with my face buried in my
hands, I bawled my eyes out with my
roommates who left their classes to
comfort me. I looked up at what was
now a pitch black morning sky and
prayed that my dad and sister would
make it out.
Hours had gone by when my dad
finally called to let me know that they
were safe and were heading to my
grandparents’ house, who also lived
in Chico. I never hugged my family
closer than I did then when I saw them
get out of their cars that day.
The city of Chico welcomed Camp
Fire survivors with open arms.
Businesses of all kinds loved and
supported us in whatever ways they
could. The donations were coming in

The street sign on the corner of Kibler and Nunneley roads post Camp Fire.

from everywhere.
I worked at Dutch Bros in Paradise
and the crew from our headquarters in
Oregon rallied shops from all over the
country to collect donations and send
them our way. The Dutch Bros from
Santa Rosa brought up their mobile
truck that we took to different shelters
in Chico, as well as the Cal Fire base
camp at the Silver Dollar Fairgrounds
to deliver free drinks for everyone.
Doing what we do best was our way of
showing support to those who needed
it most.
It is now Nov. 2019 and a lot has
happened in a year, although it feels
like the Camp Fire happened yesterday.
From my time working at the Paradise
Dutch Bros since the fire, I have gotten
to see a lot of the rebuilding efforts

that brought in clean-up crews from
all over the country.
Our customers tell us that we are a
“beacon of hope” for the community.
With each passing day, I notice another
lot or two cleared from leftover fire
debris and ready to build on. Every
other passing vehicle is a dump truck
headed out to their next location. They
sometimes cause traffic that makes me
late for work, but those truck drivers
come through our Dutch Bros stand
to get their coffee fix for the day and I
will forever cherish the relationships I
developed with them.
I recently watched the Netflix
documentary “Fire in Paradise” and
the footage made me thankful that I
was in my 8 a.m. class that day. I am
fortunate to say that my family made
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it out alive, but my heart still aches for
those who lost loved ones in the fire.
My family, thankfully, was able to
secure an apartment in Chico on the
day of the fire, infamously known as
the day before a massive housing crisis
in Chico began. It may not be home,
but it works given the circumstances.
The resilience and optimism showed
by my family and the rest of our
community are what inspire me to
keep moving forward. We can get past
any obstacle that might get in the way,
even if it’s a 15-foot wall of flames.

Trenton Taylor can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com
or @t_taylor34 on Twitter.

PG&E: The bane of California’s existence
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Angel Ortega
Staff Writer

The Pacific Gas and Electric
Company’s actions and advocation
for public safety is a façade to avoid
liability and accountability.
The
investor-owned
utility
company, which provides natural
gas and electricity to two-thirds of
California, are now responsible for
two of California’s largest wildfires.
The Camp Fire, which destroyed the
town of Paradise was the largest fire
in California in 2018 and the deadliest
in California history. The Kincade
Fire, which burned through Sonoma
County, is the largest California
wildfire of 2019, which has burned
77,758 acres and is still burning, albeit
at 74% containment (as of Nov. 2).
On Oct. 24, PG&E told regulators

that a broken jumper cable on a
transmission tower may be the cause of
the Kincade Fire, according to NBC Bay
Area. Ironically, that tower, along with
other high voltage equipment, was not
shut off during PG&E’s planned power
shutoffs in Sonoma County.
Since the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection confirmed
that PG&E were responsible for the
Camp Fire, Californians have looked to
PG&E for progressive action to prevent
further fires from occurring.
Instead, PG&E has simply shut off
power for millions of its customers
anytime California gets a slight gust of
wind — all in the name of public safety.
Public safety isn’t their concern,
though. The fact that they are aware
that wind could potentially destroy
their equipment and trigger a wildfire
means they are aware of how faulty
their equipment is. Therefore, they only

shut off power to avoid any liability.
Yet, the Kincade Fire is proof that
the shut offs are meaningless. How can
PG&E only turn off power to residents,
but leave their high voltage equipment
energized and not expect a fire?
As a resident of Butte County and a
native to Sonoma County, livid does
not begin to describe my feelings
toward PG&E.
When the town of Windsor, north of
Santa Rosa (my hometown), was given
an evacuation order, my uncle, along
with some of his neighbors, decided to
stay as the Kincade Fire burned.
A stubborn decision on his part, I’ll
admit, however I was glad to hear that
he wasn’t alone.
However, when I got a notification in
the early morning hours of Oct. 27 that
those who stayed behind in Windsor
had to leave as the fire had reached the
town, I began to panic.

I tried to call my uncle, but none of
my calls went through. I called my
aunt and my mom, but they had no
idea where he was. I began to fear the
worst. Though I was surrounded by
good company who consoled me at the
time, I couldn’t help but have a mental
breakdown in the driveway of my
friend’s house.
My uncle was safe, as he evacuated
to my parent’s house in southern
Santa Rosa, away from the fire, but the
morbid uncertainty of my uncle’s wellbeing was so heavy to bear. I wouldn’t
wish that feeling on my worst enemy.
As a journalist, writing stories on a
variety of topics regarding PG&E has
been no easy task.
Whether it’s staff at PG&E
Community Resource Centers or
representatives at the Paradise Town
Hall Building, their refusal to answer
questions to the press is frustrating
when trying to gather information.
In turn, PG&E’s reluctancy to be
transparent serves the public no good
other than making the company look
bad.
Janette Estrada, a journalism student
at Chico State, was writing a story for
her public affairs reporting class about
a shooting involving a PG&E company
car in Colusa County. When Estrada
contacted PG&E’s media hotline, they
refused to talk to her.
“(PG&E media inquiries) said
that they ‘don’t work with student
journalists’ and that they deal with
papers like the ‘The New York Times’,”
Estrada said.
To completely disregard student
journalism as invalid is not only
unethical but sets a dangerous
precedent. It comes as no surprise
because PG&E cares more about its
shareholders’ interests than the public.
The Pacific Gas and Electric Company
must be dissolved and a publicly owned
utility company must be implemented
if these issues, like fires caused by
faulty electrical equipment and lack of
public outreach, are to be resolved.
It may seem like wishful thinking,
but it’s not impossible.
Angel Ortega can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com
or @AngelOrtegaNews on Twitter
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Chico State struggles with Camp Fire aftermath
Natalie Hanson
Editor in Chief

In the year following the most
catastrophic event to ever occur in
Butte County, it is disappointing to see
Chico State struggle to acknowledge
how the fire impacted the town it sits
in.
First, how the fire was handled by the
university in the first place left many
students confused and fearful. No
notification was sent out to students
until late in the afternoon, when many
had already evacuated Paradise. It
took days to find out whether students
would be required to attend classes the
next week, even as the fire burned and
residents evacuated for precaution. We
were prevented from being on campus
the next week due to smoke, yet were
required to attend the week after
Thanksgiving when the air quality had
hardly begun to improve.
The need for mental support for
many students overwhelmed our
Student Health Center, yet no action
was taken and no specialized mental
health workers were hired to help
handle the impact of the fire.
The power of the university was also
demonstrated in the blocking of the
Orange Street low-barrier shelter last
spring, when President Hutchinson
penned a letter stating her opposition
to the approval of the shelter.
Hutchinson’s opposition tastelessly
demonstrated just how detached Chico
State seems to be from the community
it sits in. The homeless crisis in Chico
was becoming a dire one before the
Camp Fire ever occurred. Once winter
arrived after the devastation of the fire,
many more were left on the streets.
By not acknowledging the severity
of the crisis and factors for why,
Hutchinson chose to frame the issue as
one of safety, categorizing all homeless
people in Chico as a threat to safety
and a concern for students -- as if there
wasn’t students also left homeless in
the midst of this crisis.
In my conversations with people in
Chico who spend time getting to know
those who are living on the street or
struggling to keep a home, it is clear
what Hutchinson’s words did to the
community. They feel that referring to
the shelter, which would have housed
a population that has grown since the
Camp Fire, as a “living laboratory”
that was proposed too close to campus,
helped end any chance for opening this
shelter and demonstrated how out of
touch the university really is with this
city.
Those of us who live in the
community and who actually get to
know it outside of the bubble of the
campus know just what a deep crisis
this really is. I wasn’t born here, but I
have been going to school here for ten
years. I am a Chico High School girl and
a Butte College girl and now a Chico
State girl. I love this city and I have
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been extremely blessed that the career
I have chosen has allowed me to get to
know the people here even better than
just going to school here did. It appalls
me that the university has given so
little lip service, let alone action toward
aiding the community.
Butte College has been far more open
with the community about the issues it
faced, about the students who lost their
homes and the faculty who could not
return and even major budget issues
that have come about due to the drop
in enrollment. Chico State continues
to avoid the subject as much as possible
despite repeated opportunities to
address the housing crisis in Chico.
The administration, Faculties and
Management Services and University
Housing all fail to even acknowledge
that rent prices may have gone up.
It’s nice to see the university take
on the occasional small project like
meeting people and publishing their
stories and I appreciate people like
Jason Halley taking the time out of
their busy schedule to meet these

people who are still struggling daily.
But the university administration
cannot seem to admit how much
the city was impacted. Hutchinson
and others could not even admit
that enrollment may be down until
months after the start of fall semester.
Instead, the president constantly
points to the Master Plan, as if it could
be a distraction from talking about
everything that has happened to Chico
that makes it hard to find housing and
jobs, things students really care about.
It is clear that the administration’s
focus is to continue building things,
not to the city they are taking up more
and more space in, as well as to make
the university look good at all costs.
Ironic, because by pretending there
isn’t a major crisis in this city, they
make themselves look worse month by
month.
What would be so bad about
admitting just how much of an effect
the fire has had on the community
and certainly on the college itself?
Does the administration fear an even
greater drop in enrollment if the truth

is known?
If all the university talks about are
its new pet projects that are focused
on making money and ignoring the
financial crisis that Chico is in, how
sincere is our administration? How
much can we Chico residents trust it?
Even if you’re just a student and don’t
plan to stay in Chico for long, I believe
you should ask these questions and
care what the administration does.
As current Chico residents, we need
to care about the effects of the fire and
we need to at least admit what a toll
it has taken on Butte County. We are
taking up space in a city that is facing
catastrophic,
ongoing
challenges
and we should care if our university
continues to pretend that the crisis
is something going on far away. If
#WeAreChico is a motto Chico State
wants to live up to, it needs to start
admitting that this is still a crisis and
then start doing something about it.
Natalie Hanson can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com
or @Nhanson_reports on Twitter

Netflix’s ‘Fire in Paradise’: A documentation of the Camp Fire

Firefighters rummaging through debris in the aftermath of the Camp Fire in Paradise, California.

Angel Ortega
Staff Writer

The Netflix Documentary, “Fire in
Paradise” recounts the events of the
Camp Fire through first-hand accounts
and video.
Directed by Zackary Canepari and
Drea Cooper, and released by Netflix,
“Fire in Paradise” documents the
events of Nov. 8, 2018, the day the
Camp Fire broke out in Butte County,
which resulted in the destruction of
the town of Paradise and caused 85
civilian fatalities. The documentary
features profiles from survivors and
dispatchers telling their personal
accounts during the Camp Fire.
“Fire in Paradise” is relatively short,
as far as documentaries go, with a brief

runtime of 40 minutes.
Immediately, I felt that there
was something missing from this
documentary. I wasn’t sure what was
missing until about halfway through
the documentary.
Aside from the interview clips and
some B-roll footage, almost all the
footage in the documentary was from
people from Paradise experiencing the
fire first-hand and recording the fire
on their phones.
Not to say that using first-hand video
from the disaster is a bad thing -- in
fact I argue it brings a sense of morbid
realism to those who did not experience
the fire, but to rely heavily on the firsthand videos felt like a cop-out.
It’s clear that the production team
behind the documentary are not
from the Butte County area, as this

documentary failed to capture the
severity, both long-term and shortterm, of the Camp Fire’s effect.
Had it not been for the interviews of
the survivors and dispatchers, I don’t
think “Fire in Paradise” would have
the substance to make an adequate
documentary.
With that said, I still enjoyed this
documentary.
Hearing the stories of parents and
teachers trying to escape a catastrophic
fire and not knowing if they would live
to see another day revived some of my
own emotions, that I had felt that day,
that I had suppressed up until I saw
this documentary.
One of the most noteworthy
interviews from “Fire in Paradise” is
that of Beth Bowersox, a 911 Cal Fire
Dispatcher.
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She recounts the day of the fire and
how the events of Nov. 8 had a mental
and emotional toll on her. Her account
is heart-wrenching but serves as a
reminder of how resilient dispatchers
and first responders are.
I
recommend
viewing
this
documentary. However, I must warn
that it is not for everyone, especially
the faint of heart. There is pervasive
vulgar language, and there is a short
clip of man finding the remains of his
friends in a car. So, watch at your own
risk.
“Fire in Paradise” is currently
streaming on Netflix and is available to
those with a subscription.
Angel Ortega can be reached at
orionmanagingeditor@gmail.com
or @AngelOrtegaNews on Twitter
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Wed. 6 • Tue. 12
Career & Internship Fair
10 a.m.–2:00 p.m., Bell Memorial Union
Auditorium
The Career & Internship Fair is open to students
and alumni from all majors seeking career
positions and internships.

85 Seconds of Silence—Camp Fire Remembrance
11 a.m., Multiple Locations on Campus
On Friday, November 8, our campus will join the greater Butte
County community in observing a remembrance of the devastation of
the 2018 Camp Fire, which changed our community forever.
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Student Learning Fee - Request for Proposals
A campus fund created by the consolidation of course fees, the Student
Learning Fee (SLF), is now available for the submission of proposals
that will lead to the enhancement of student learning. The estimated
amount available for the 2020-2021 award year is $1,700,000. Awards
will be determined by colleges, the Division of Student Affairs, and the
Campus Fee Advisory Committee (CFAC), each of which will receive
specific allocation amounts.
CFAC accepts proposals from non-college academic units and
interdisciplinary teams. In this context, “interdisciplinary” refers
to proposals that cross college or division lines. Proposals may be
submitted by students, faculty, and staff via the SLF web application
located at: https://slf.csuchico.edu/.
If you are part of an academic college or the division of Student Affairs
please discuss your funding needs, and how to submit a proposal/
expenditure request, with your college office or the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs.
Please refer to the SLF website (http://www.csuchico.edu/slf) and go
to the Guidelines section for more information on the proposal process.
Proposals may be submitted online from Monday, October 21st,
until the final submission deadline of 5:00 p.m. on December 5,
2019.
If you have any questions or issues, please send an email to: slf@
csuchico.edu. Thank you for your participation in this opportunity to
support and enhance student learning.
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